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•   U.S. equity: positioning for a late‑cycle environment 

A decelerating economic backdrop calls for an emphasis on quality and defense.

•   International equity: emphasizing quality and defense 
Slowdowns in manufacturing and earnings estimates suggest a late-cycle environment.

•   Fixed income: emphasizing high‑quality bonds over credit 
Late-cycle dynamics call for a targeted approach.
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Take your advisory practice to the next level 
with Market Intelligence
A natural by-product of our manager research is timely investment insight from across the industry. Leveraging  
the intellectual capital from our in-house asset management teams along with our network of unaffiliated asset  
managers allows us to uncover real-time opportunities and risks. We then combine that bottom-up input with  
top-down perspective from global macro research firms to deliver a focused collection of actionable investment  
ideas. The result is Market Intelligence.
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